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Abstract 
This research is conducted based on current condition of shift operator’s schedule in Hard Disk Drive manufacturer. The 
schedules considered are break schedule and work pattern. It is revealed that break schedule violates regulation from Thailand’s 
Ministry of Labor, and work pattern violates its customer regulation, and Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC). Both 
break schedule and work pattern are developed by generating algorithm, building VB program on Microsoft Excel, and analyzing 
the result to fulfill all regulations. The first schedule developed is break schedule because output of break schedule becomes one 
of input on developing work pattern. Break schedule algorithm is generated based on current schedule and regulation from 
Thailand’s Ministry of Labor. Otherwise, work pattern algorithm is generated based on current pattern, customer regulation, 
EICC, and Thailand’s Ministry of Labor. The result shows that combination of breaks in break schedule needs to be revised into 
45 minutes each respectively. Meanwhile, the best work pattern is same as the current regular work pattern but with new 
perspective on calculating workweek. It can be concluded that both developed schedules fulfil all regulations.  
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1. Introduction 
A factory site of hard disk drive manufacturer in Thailand applies 24 hours per day and 7 days per week 
production. There are two shifts in one day with duration 12 hours each, named as day shift and night shift. The 
shift operators in production line are grouped into 3 crews; crew A, B, and C. There are 2 crews work based on 
their shift in one day, while the other crew get day off. On regular condition, the company applies 4 work days 
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(work stretch) followed by 2 days off (rest period) with 6 days’ work cycle and switches the shift after one work 
cycle.  
Once the demand increases and cannot be fulfilled by regular work pattern, it will change into 4 days regular 
work, 1 day overtime, and 1 day-off (5-1 work pattern); or 8 days regular work, 3 days overtime, and 1 day-off (11-
1 work pattern) as the worst case. During overtime, the employees work as long as regular work day. The total 
working hours including overtime in one week is called as workweek. Workweek is calculated on each week 
following work pattern applied in the company. The value of workweek is critical point on creating work pattern 
because its value must not exceed the regulation. That value is regulated by customer regulation and Electronic 
Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) [4]. The company as member of EICC needs to commit its Code of Conduct. 
As one form of commitment, the company needs to do self-assessment to identify any risk in supply chain and find a 
way to remedy any violations. The company also needs to provide corrective action outlining corrective course of 
action. Regarding with customer regulation, severe violations could affect business relationship, i.e. the possibility 
of termination. Unfortunately, this company is currently applying alternative 5-1 work pattern which almost every 
week exceeds the regulation. This problem is categorized as tour scheduling because it is combination of day off 
scheduling and shift scheduling. 
In a smaller scope, one day work can be break down into break schedule for one shift. Total break time on one 
shift is 90 minutes. The company gives two times break for shift workers with 1 hour on the first break and 30 
minutes on the second break. The current break schedule can be seen in Fig. 1. The company has two different kinds 
of team in the production floor named as regular team and stagger team. Every worker on regular team is grouped 
based on line of production. Stagger team is responsible to replace one line’s work during break time to have 
continuous production. Therefore, operators as stagger team can do any operations needed to cover during their 
shift. A group of lines and stagger team work on the same shift is called as crew. The break time’s policy in the 
company is only one line team on same stagger can has break time at one time with no overlap among those line 
teams’ break time. Black marks on several squares in Fig. 1 represent break time for each line and stagger team, 
while the white one represents work time. Break time given for stagger team is quite different compared to line team 
especially break time at start and end of shift. Break time for stagger team at start and end of shift is not fully having 
break because the team might be requested to help on line production as feeder or transporter. Considering on 
working hours for workers, the company should follow regulation from [3]. Unfortunately, several teams are 
scheduled to work more than five hours and get short break time. The problem is categorized as break scheduling 
problem because the break time needs to be assigned on each shift.  
Based on the problems appeared, this research would like to combine tour scheduling and break scheduling. The 
objective of this research is proposing new break schedule to fulfil regulation from [3] and work pattern to fulfil 
customer regulation and regulation from [4] by creating program on Microsoft Excel. The schedules will be built by 
VBA language program on Microsoft Excel.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Break schedule 
2. Literature review 
An example of research in shift scheduling is done by [11]. Reference [11] tries to solve shift scheduling problem 
with multiple breaks and break windows using new concept of fractional breaks and work stretch duration 
restrictions with forward and backward constraints. Considering day-off scheduling, [6] has solved (3, 7) day-off 
scheduling problem by implementing integer programming with workforce size as the constraint compared to 
Team \ Hour
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6
Stagger
11 126 7 8 9 101 2 3 4 5
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traditional integer programming. In other hand, [7] has solved (5, 7) day-off scheduling problem by implementing 
dual linear programming. Reference [8] also has solved about (14, 21) day-off scheduling problem by utilizing dual 
solution and primary-dual relationship without involving linear or integer programming. Day-off scheduling 
problem specifically with sequence dependent labor cost has solved by [12]. Reference [12] has solved the problem 
by generating dynamic programming algorithm.  
Some researches in cyclic/tour scheduling have been done by [1, 2, 5, 9, 10]. To solve cyclic six days work 
pattern problem, [1] is generating Integer Linear Programming model and split & stitch method for reducing 
formulation size. Another literature from [2] shows about developing shift pattern with between-days break-time 
constraint to determine optimal cycle period for Front Office staffs roster. Reference [5] proposes on developing 
Constraint Programming (CP) for multi-shift rotating schedules with the advantages on its flexibility, robustness and 
speed required. Reference [9] develops new approach, flexible shift by minimize the overtime based on cost 
coefficients. In other hand, [10] has solved continuous tour scheduling problem with break windows, overlapping 
start-time bands, and start-time intervals by implementing GSCF (generalized set-covering formulations) and 
implicit programming. 
Based on previous researches, there is research considering only on multiple breaks and other researches 
considering on only work pattern and shift type. But, this research combines tour scheduling which is considered 
about work pattern and shift type with break scheduling for multiple breaks in one shift. Thus, the contribution of 
this research is combination of tour scheduling and break scheduling. 
Considering on the regulation, there are three references used, i.e. [3, 4] and customer regulation. Both customer 
regulation and [4] are declared about two subjects, i.e. maximum workweek is 60 hours per week, and workers got 
at least one day off per seven-day week. In other hand, [3] is focused on the rest period with at least one hour break 
per day for not more than five consecutive hours, and weekly holiday given for at least one day per week with 
interval between weekly holiday six days at maximum. 
Regarding with rest period, [13, 14, 15] explain that rest period from night shift to day shift should be 2x24 
hours. Among those three references, only [14] explains that 1x24 hours is enough to rest from changing shift from 
day to night. In other hand, [13, 15] both suggest 2 days off before switching their shift from day to night shift and 
vice versa. Reference [13] also gives details regarding with work stretch such as for not having 3 consecutive night 
shifts because working for 4 consecutive days with 12 hours shift, especially night shift will give negative impacts 
to workers health, wellbeing, and safety. Otherwise, [15] is emphasized on having maximum working hours for 72 
hours with at least one day off per week.  
3. Schedule development 
Based on the research background and literature review, the main concern in this research is to develop break 
schedule and work pattern. The first step on developing each schedule is building an algorithm. The algorithm will 
be used to construct program with one of feature in Microsoft Excel. After the program is finished, the schedule will 
be analyzed based on several criteria. Between those two schedules, break schedule will be developed first as the 
result from break schedule becomes one of input for developing work pattern. The difference between developing 
break schedule and work pattern is validation with user which is done after analyzing work pattern. The validation is 
required to present output of this research compared to current condition and get feedback from the user. Description 
of each schedule development is presented as follow. 
3.1. Break schedule development 
1) Break Schedule Algorithm 
The main concerns in developing break schedule are: 
a) The placement and duration of each break will be adjusted in order to get the optimized schedule.  
b) Break appointment policy will be revised regarding the first and second break. When duration for two breaks 
is different with long period on the first work, line team gets longer break and vice versa. The value of the first work 
is considered as long period when it reaches 3 hours. 
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The next step is understands the break schedule model. Break schedule model in form of chart will be converted 
into timetable to figure out how to get all values in break schedule. The key point is assigning working time starts 
from line 1. Unlike the common calculation that is calculating all components for each team one by one, the 
calculation of this schedule is done by calculating half components of each team including stagger team and back to 
calculating the rest of components for each team. The calculation for this schedule is quite unique because each 
components of one team will affect each component of other teams.  
According to break schedule components, there are two elements categorized as decision variables, i.e. the first 
working time for line 1, and total break duration for line team. Those two elements are defined in this step. 
Additional information about one parameter of break schedule is the second break for stagger team. The second 
break for stagger team is set as one hour following [3] about rest period. The next step is creating algorithm for 
break schedule following the steps on calculating all elements of break schedule, main concerns in developing break 
schedule and decision variables that has been set before. The algorithm created represents all steps on calculating 
break and work period for each line assigned. When certain step of algorithm needs to be revised, the concept is 
based on whether main concerns in developing break schedule or decision variables of break schedule. 
2) Break Schedule Program 
Break schedule program is created using one of feature in Microsoft Excel; Visual Basic which uses VBA 
language program. Microsoft Excel is used as the tool because it is common software and the company has its 
license. The program is created with user-friendly interface and general codes that help the worker easier to 
understand and extend the program in case there are changing policy and requirements. 
The display of break schedule program is divided into 2 parts, i.e. input section and result section on Fig.2. Input 
section consists of two parts, i.e. user form and input display. User form is created to help user on inputting data. 
Input display is generated automatically by system that shows several scenarios in accordance with possible values 
on decision variables. One value of decision variables is used to create one type of scenario. In addition, this 
program can create break schedule for all scenarios generated on input display.  
3) Break Schedule Analysis 
This program cannot build the best break schedule automatically because some data on generated scenarios 
cannot fulfill all criteria created in this program. Thus, break schedule program only works as calculator to create 
break schedule for all scenarios. After finding break schedule result, the next step is analyzing break schedule result 
manually. All scenarios generated will be checked and eliminated according to several criteria. The first elimination 
is for scenario which has values that violate the regulation.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Break schedule’s user form and input display 
 
The second stage of elimination is checking all scenarios that have passed first elimination with several criteria 
below: 
a) Has greatest value for number of maxline (maximum line can be handled by one stagger) on the same break 
time scenario. 
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b) Has least number of stagger needed on the same break time scenario. 
c) Total work hour for first stagger is at least 8 hours. If there is more than one staggers needed, only the first 
stagger concerned because that stagger is already assigned according to maximum number of line team can be 
handled on one stagger. 
d) Third break for first stagger is at least 60 minutes. This value is according to [3] about rest period. 
The third stage of elimination is checking break time frame for all teams including line team and stagger team 
whether its time on multiplication of quarter hour. Break time frame from all scenarios also will be compared with 
current scenario or situation. The last and optional stage is checking all break duration for stagger team whether has 
same length or not. Finally, the best scenario of break schedule is scenario with 90 minutes break in total with 45 
minutes for each break. 
3.2. Work pattern development 
1) Work Pattern Algorithm 
The first thing to do before creating an algorithm is by understanding work pattern model. Work pattern model used 
in this company is same with common day-off scheduling but only with additional information about workweek. As 
every crew has same work pattern, the algorithm will also considered about the shifting rotation between day shift, 
night shift and day off. The pattern among three crews is repeated continuously as long as there is no change on 
work pattern. 
There are some components must be defined to create work pattern, i.e. shift length, break time, work stretch, day 
off, work cycle, and placement of first work day on work cycle. Other components should be kept in mind are total 
shift work in one day, total crew in the company, and regulation for total workweek allowed by EICC and the 
customer of this company.  
Further explanation about those components is showed below: 
a) Value of shift length and break time for work pattern should be followed value of shift length and break time 
for break schedule. 
b) According to [3], minimum day off is one day, while maximum workweek cycle is seven days with six days 
work stretch. Maximum day off is following what has been stated by [13, 14, 15] that employee should has 
two days off before switching shift work. According to regular work pattern in this company, it has 4 days 
work stretch and 2 consecutive days off with 6 days’ work cycle. Thus, minimum value of work stretch is 4 
days, following the value of work stretch in regular work pattern of this company. Minimum value of work 
cycle is also following value of work cycle on regular work pattern which is equal to 6 days. 
c) Placement of first day on work cycle is used for creating work pattern for other crews as there are three crews 
in this company. The value of placement of first day on work cycle starts from one until all possible values of 
twice value of placement of first day on work cycle minus one is less than or equal to work cycle. 
d) Number of shift is used for creating shift schedule for three crews regarding with work pattern created before. 
Number of shift inputted in work pattern is two, as this company is assigning their operators for day and 
night shift.  
e) According to [4] and customer regulation, it is stated that workweek should not be more than 60 hours per 
week, including overtime. Workweek is calculated from total working hours including overtime in one week. 
Previously, workweek is calculated on each week or 7 days on work pattern. But, workweek in this research 
is calculated from total working hours including overtime in one work cycle after considering that different 
company has different work cycle and new cycle is defined as new week. 
The next step is creating algorithm for work pattern based on work pattern model and shift schedule. The 
algorithm created is followed every steps on building work pattern. As there are three crews assigned, the algorithm 
also considers shift schedule to generate three work pattern at once. In addition, values declared in algorithm are 
based on explanation of work pattern’s components. 
2) Work Pattern Program 
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Same as break schedule, the work pattern program is also built by using Visual Basic in Microsoft Excel. The 
program created in that software is following the algorithm that has been constructed before. The display of work 
pattern program is divided into two sections, i.e. input section and result section on Fig. 3. Input section consists of 
two parts, i.e. user form and input display. User form for work pattern is also created to provide form for inputting 
data by user as break schedule and work pattern program are separated. Input display is generated automatically by 
system that shows several scenarios depend on possible placement of first day on work cycle for other crews as this 
pattern is applied for all crews. As work pattern is applied for all crews, this program is created three work patterns 
at once in every scenario generated. 
3) Work Pattern Analysis 
As this program works as calculator, this program cannot obtain best result at once. Therefore, the result from work 
pattern will be analyzed further manually. The first step is checking the result of workweek. The value of workweek 
should not be more than 60 hours [4].  
As one scenario has three work pattern regarding with number of crews, all work pattern is combined as shift 
schedule. The next step is choosing which placement of first work on work cycle can be applied for shift schedule in 
the same scenario. As one day has two shift work (day and night shift), two crews must be assigned in one day 
among three crews. Thus, only one crew is allowed to have off day in one day. Finally, the best work pattern is 
scenario with 6 days’ work cycle, 2 days off, and 2 days of placement of first day on work cycle. 
 
 
   
Fig. 3. Work pattern’s Uuer form and input display 
4) Validation with User 
The validation is done by having presentation about the proposed schedule compared to current schedule to the users 
i.e. management team. The schedule presented including break schedule and work pattern. The result of validating 
the proposed schedule to management team as follow: 
a) The combination of break in current break schedule is 50 minutes and 40 minutes respectively. But, the 
schedule has exceeded Thailand’s Ministry of Labor’s regulation. In other hand, the combination of break 
in proposed break schedule is 45 minutes each respectively. The proposed break schedule has proven pass 
all Thailand’s Ministry of Labor’s regulation. In addition, both current and proposed break schedule assign 
one stagger team for 6 line teams. After comparing those two break schedule, the management team would 
like to consider later about proposed break schedule.  
b) Comparing current and proposed work pattern, the value of workweek on proposed work pattern is lower 
than current work pattern. Considering shift schedule, current shift schedule does not pass the criteria 
regarding with shift type and number of crew in this company. In other hand, proposed shift schedule pass 
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the criteria regarding with shift type and number of crew in this company. Thus, considering all criteria and 
regulation, the only work pattern can be applied is proposed work pattern though the result value of 
workweek is lower than current work pattern.  
4. Conclusion and suggestion 
4.1. Conclusion 
After doing all development for break schedule and work pattern by creating program in Microsoft Excel, the 
conclusion of this research are drawn: 
a) The best break schedule achieved in this research represents with stacked bar chart can be seen in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Break schedule’s final result 
 
b) The best break schedule achieved in this research assigns one stagger team to handle 6 line teams. 
c) The best work pattern that has followed the regulation from company’s customer and [4] can be seen in 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Work pattern’s final result 
d) As the same work pattern is applied for all crews, combination of assignment for all crews regarding with 
shift work named shift schedule is generated. The best result of shift schedule can be seen in Fig. 6. 
 
 
Week MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
1 Work Work Work Work OFF OFF Work
2 Work Work Work OFF OFF Work Work
3 Work Work OFF OFF Work Work Work
4 Work OFF OFF Work Work Work Work
5 OFF OFF Work Work Work Work OFF
6 OFF Work Work Work Work OFF OFF
Work Work Work Work OFF OFF
Workweek (hours)
42
Work Pattern
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Fig. 6. Shift schedule’s final result 
4.2. Suggestion 
Several considerations for future research extension are demand fluctuation, cost incurred, facilities, and number of 
headcount or workers. When there is demand fluctuation, it can be considered to assign level of production in the 
company. Thus, there will be several work pattern policy created based on certain level of production. Headcount is 
also included as components for improving the schedule because total headcount will be needed to run the 
production depend on the schedule created. Moreover, headcount is vulnerable component because of high 
fluctuation, i.e. attrition, and absenteeism. Facilities have close relationship with headcount because the schedule 
cannot be built without available facilities and headcount. Adding facilities into one consideration for future 
research could be limit on choosing work pattern policy. Another consideration for choosing any schedule policy is 
cost incurred when there is any change between current schedule and proposed schedule. The cost incurred can be 
calculated based on any additional resources used in proposed schedule, i.e. facilities and headcount, or any lost 
asset i.e. lower production. Because currently this research analyzes the schedule manually, the program can be 
developed on that section. It will help the user to get the best schedule result automatically. 
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